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Rabbi Donald Starr on his Yahrzeit 

Distinctive INSIGHT OVERVIEW of the Daf 
1) Goat accessories 

A Baraisa teaches that a goat may go out on Shabbos with a 

halter inserted into its horns. 

R’ Yosef asks whether it is permitted for goat to go out with a 

halter attached to its beard, and the Gemara concludes with a 

Teiku. 

2) Cow accessories 

There is a dispute between Rav and Shmuel how to interpret 

the later Mishnah that prohibits putting a strap between a cow’s 

horns. According to one opinion, the restriction applies whether 

the strap is for decoration or to control the animal, and according 

to the second opinion if the strap is to control the animal it is per-

mitted. 

Following a number of unsuccessful attempts, the Gemara 

concludes that Shmuel is the one who holds that if the strap serves 

to control the animal it is permitted. 

Rav’s position is unsuccessfully challenged. 

3) Clarifying the words of the Mishnah "משכיןיוצאין ו" 

R’ Huna and Shmuel dispute the meaning of the words                                    

 According to R’ Huna the words mean that animals .יוצאין ומשכין

may go out with collars whether they are decorative or whether 

they serve to restrain the animal. Shmuel, on the other hand, un-

derstands the words to only permit a collar that restrains the ani-

mal.  A Baraisa supports Shmuel’s ruling. 

The Gemara records two accounts of the way the sages prac-

ticed this halacha. 

The Rabbis suggested to R’ Asi that there is a superfluous 

teaching regarding Rebbi’s opinion on this matter, and R’ Asi 

demonstrates why both quotes are necessary. 

4) The tum’ah of an animal collar 

The Gemara questions how an animal collar can become 

tamei when a Mishnah states explicitly that they can not. 

R’ Yitzchak explains that our Mishnah refers to a collar that 

was originally used for a person, and R’ Yosef explains that since 

the collar is used to pull the animal it is considered a utensil.  A 

Baraisa supports R’ Yosef’s explanation. 

5) The tevilah of an animal collar 

The Gemara questions how tevilah of an animal collar could be 

effective if the collar is firmly attached to the animal’s neck. 

R’ Ami answers that the owner hammered the collar, thereby 

widening it so that water will make contact with the entire surface. 

A Baraisa states that the Mishnah is discussing a collar with 

holes that allows water to pass. 

6) Rings and needles 

A student asked R’ Eliezer about a legal distinction between 

one type of ring and another. R’ Eliezer responded that the distinc-

tion must have been made with regards to Shabbos because when 

(Continued on page 2) 

The Difficult Donkey and the Rebellious Cow 
 אמר רביא במורדת 

I f a Parah Adumah carries a burden, it is no longer eligible to be 

brought as a Parah Adumah.  The Baraisa states that if a Parah Adu-

mah is tied with a bridle, it can still be brought as a Parah Adumah. 

Ravina explains that even though a bridle is usually considered a 

burden for an animal, the cow discussed in this Baraisa is a rebel-

lious cow that had to be kept in check with a bridle. A bridle is not 

considered a burden for a rebellious animal. This Gemara is quoted 

by the Beis Yosef (Orach Chaim 275).  

The Maharsha points out that this does not seem to fit with the 

Gemara earlier, which discussed a stubborn donkey.  Rabah there 

clearly presents this issue as an argument between Chananya and 

the Tana Kama. Only  Chananya allows the wild donkey to enter 

the public domain with a bridle, but the Tanna Kama considers it a 

burden and prohibits it. Does this mean that Ravina, who states 

unequivocally that a bridle is not a burden, holds like Chananya? 

The Maharsha explains that the words of Ravina could be 

agreed upon universally. Ravina is discussing an over-active cow, 

where everyone agrees that a bridle is appropriate to keep it in 

check.  A bridle for a difficult donkey is more than is minimally 

needed to guard the animal, and it is therefore a subject of argu-

ment whether it is allowed on Shabbos. Chananya says that all 

measures must be taken to guard an animal, and the bridle for the 

donkey is not considered a burden. Ravina understands that all 

opinions would recognize that a rebellious cow must have a bridle to 

keep it in line. 

 REVIEW and Remember 
1. Under what circumstances would a Parah Adumah not be-

come disqualified from carrying an excess burden? 

2. Why are rings for humans susceptible to tumah and not rings 

for animals? 

3. How does one take away a utensil’s susceptibility to tumah? 

4. What’s the difference between a pin and an needle? 
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Number 115—  ב“שבת  

Pets and Identification Collars on Shabbos 
 ולא ברצועה שבין קריה

A  cow is not allowed to go out into a public domain wearing 

straps between it’s horns. When straps are worn for the pur-

pose of enhancing the animal’s appearance (וי), it is definitely 

considered a "משאוי" (extra weight) and it would be forbidden 

under the prohibition of "וח שורך וחמורךלמען י" [as רש"יexplains 

on the first Mishnah in the 1פרק : a person is obligated to make 

sure his animal does not violate שבת. Being that carrying is an 

 one must be careful not to allow his animal to carry איסור הוצאה

in a public domain]. The גמרא takes it a step further and states 

that even if the straps are being worn for it’s protection, which 

would normally be permitted to wear in a public domain, never-

theless these straps would be prohibited since they are not an es-

sential protection, but rather an additional safeguarding technique 

and therefore would still be considered a משאוי. The Shulchan 

Aruch2 rules that an animal is allowed to go out into a public do-

main carrying on it those things which it needs for it’s protection, 

but that which is unnecessary for it’s protection is considered 

a משאוי(extra weight) and is forbidden. Furthermore, a חותם worn 

around the neck is forbidden3, and a רצועה (strap) worn around 

the neck is forbidden whether worn for beauty or for protection.4  

The question arises what about a collar that dogs and cats wear 

nowadays. Are they the same as these straps and therefore prohibit-

ed, or is there some fundamental difference?  

Shmiras Shabbos K’hilchaso5 explains that the collar does not 

actually protect the animal’s physical being. Rather, it is there to 

notify the public as to who the owner is. Accordingly, that is not 

considered a protection.  

The question arises, however, about a collar worn for the pur-

pose that people should realize that this animal is not a stray ani-

mal, and therefore will refrain from killing the animal (this seems 

to have been the prevalent practice, that a stray animal was consid-

ered a danger and was subsequently killed by it’s finder) - is this 

considered for its protection or do we say here, “Who told you to 

take out your animal? Leave him inside and you won’t have a problem!” 

The Aruch Hashulchan6 paskens that this type of collar would 

also be prohibited. He brings a proof from the halacha in Shul-

chan Aruch7 which states that chickens are not allowed to walk out 

with strings tied around their necks for identification purposes. In 

truth, however, his proof requires explanation. Chickens are not 

dangerous, so there is no concern that people will kill them just 

because they are ownerless. This is not so by dogs and other poten-

tially dangerous animals. 

There is another factor to consider where the practice is for 

animals to relieve themselves outdoors. Rav Shlomo Zalman Auer-

bach explains that here it would be permitted for the animal to 

wear a collar when being taken out, since the purpose of taking it 

outside is for the benefit of the animal. Here, the collar is not con-

sidered a משאוי, but rather a necessity. Although the collar does 

not actually protect the animal, nevertheless, the consensus of peo-

ple is not to damage an animal so long as it has a collar. Rav Shlo-

mo Zalman says that for the prohibition of  

 we do not have to be as stringent as we are "למען יוח שורך וחמורך"

by the general prohibition of people who carry outside. Therefore, 

even a small form of protection would be sufficient to permit it to 

walk with it outside. 
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HALACHAH Highlight 

First things First 
 במה בהמה יוצאה וכו' 

T he fifth chapter of Masechta Shabbos 

deals with the various accessories which an 

animal may or may not wear while in the 

public domain. The sixth chapter of the 

Masechta discusses the jewelry and types of 

clothing which may be worn by a woman 

on Shabbos. Why does the mishna deal 

with animals before it teaches the laws con-

cerning human beings? 

Sfas Emes points out that when an ani-

mal ventures out into the public domain 

with any of these prohibited items, the vio-

lation is of a Torah level. As Tosafos notes, 

it is the Torah which warns that the owner 

of the animal see to it that his animal be at 

ease, and not be burdened on Shabbos. 

However, the reason a woman cannot wear 

the various outlawed items is based upon a 

rabbinic concern that one of these items 

may fall, and the woman will pick it up and 

inadvertently carry it the distance of four 

amos. Therefore, the mishnah chose to il-

lustrate the laws of the animals, which are 

  before those that are only ,מדאורייתא
 .מדרבן

Generally, we find that activities that 

are prohibited on Shabbos due to Torah 

law have certain restrictions which apply on 

Friday afternoon. This includes rules about 

setting up pots of food to cook, arrange-

ments to insulate food, and even guidelines 

about walking outside with certain things in 

one’s hat or clothing. However, activities 

which are only rabbinically disallowed on 

Shabbos can still be done even during twi-

light as Shabbos approaches. Accordingly, it 

is appropriate for the laws of animals and 

their accessories be discussed first, for they 

apply at an earlier hour than do the laws of 

a woman wearing jewelry and various orna-

ments. 

Gemara GEM  

it comes to tum’ah there is no distinction.  The Gemara clarifies 

the statement of R’ Eliezer. 

7) MISHNAH: The Mishnah continues to list issues related to 

animals going out on Shabbos.   

(Insight...continued from page 1) 


